z ~-k S=Ax z+By a.
(2) I find that integer solutions of (2) can be deduced from the integer solutions of some very simple equations included in (1), namely, ax3 + byZ +c=xyz,
Here some solutions of (3) are obvious since we can take x= _+1, and for y, any divisor of c+_a. The conjecture suggests that there should be an infinity of integer solutions of (3) and this will be proved. Hence there exist equa,tions 1 of the form (2) with an infinity of integer solutions as is shown by Theorem I. The known types of formulae giving an infinity of integer solutions for equations included in (1) are as follows. They may involve one integer parameter t 1 or two integer parameters tl, t2. In the first case, the solutions are expressed as polynomials in t 1 or polynomials in @, ~l, ~f~ where 01 is some constant, e.g. a quadratic or cubic irrationality and ~,, Y~I are conjugates of 01. In the second case, Hence we can find all the integer solutions of (3) from a finite number of equations of the same form in which (x, y)= 1.
We write (3) as a congruence and prove
Theorem II.
The congruence ax a+by a+c=:O (rood xy), The working is simpler if we write Xl, x2 for x, y respectively. Since (xl, x~) = 1, (4) is equivalent to the two congruences
We can satisfy (5) by putting b x2 3 + c = x I x3,
where x 1 is any divisor of b x~+e and x2, prime to c, is still to be determined. We suppose x 1 can be taken so that (x> xa)= 1, and it will suffice for this if @3, c)= 1. To satisfy (6), we require from (7), \ xa / Since @2, xa)= 1, this will be satisfied if
or since we have assumed that (x2, c)-
From (7), bx~ + c~O (rood xa).
Hence (8), (9) are two congruences in x2, xa similar to (5), (6), the two congruences in Xl, x2.
A particular solution of (8) and from (10) These two congruences in x3, x4 are similar to those in x~, xa given in (8), (9).
A particular solution of (11), (12) is given by xa=x]+ba3c~; b3aSc13+ l~O (rood x4).
We can take x~=l+baa sc 13 and so (2C4, ac)=1. Then 
Xa+ 1 "~-2C a Xa+2~ . . .
The congruence ax3+by3+c~O (rood xy).
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We suppose xl, x2, . 9 9 xo determined from these equations and then xQ+~, xs+s satisfy x 3~+2+a~Q+lbs~+lc~+l-O= (rood xQ+l),
x~+l + a~QbZ~cVe~O (rood xe+2 ).
Then we can take as a particular solution
and xe+2 = a a~e+l-~e b ~'e+l-'e c ~+l-~e + 1 = a ~e+z b "e+2 c ~+e + 1.
Clearly (xe § , abc)=] and so (xq+2, xe+~)=l. Since x~+2~1 (mod abc), xe+l~l (rood abc), then xe~l (rood abc). Hence (x~+~, xe)= 1, (x~, xq-1)= t etc.
It may be remarked that we might take as other particular solutions 
Denote by 0, % ~ the roots of t a=c.
where p, q, r, Pl, ql, rl are integers. Then multiplying (21), (22) The infinity of integer solutions in P, R, q gives an infinity of integer solutions in x, y, z since the value of z shows at once by Thue's theorem that if z were bounded, then also q, R would be bounded.
It may be noted that if in (20) we take a=b=l, Pl=-P, ql=0, rl=r, we see that integer solutions of We can easily impose conditions other than k~0 (mod 27 c) to make obvious some solutions of (23) for p, q, r.
Postscript. --The conjecture is false in the simple nontrivial case X 2 § y2 § Z2 § 4 X y Z = 1.
After I spoke to Dr Cassels about this equation, he proved very simply that the only integer solutions were those typified by y=z = O. 
